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Figure 1: Overview of the Drive&Act dataset for driver behavior recognition. The dataset includes 3D skeletons in addition to frame-wise hierarchical labels of 9.6 Million frames captured by 6 different views and 3 modalities (RGB, IR and depth).

Abstract

We introduce the novel domain-specific Drive&Act benchmark for fine-grained categorization of driver behavior. Our dataset features twelve hours and over 9.6 million frames of people engaged in distractive activities during both, manual and automated driving. We capture color, infrared, depth and 3D body pose information from six views and densely label the videos with a hierarchical annotation scheme, resulting in 83 categories. The key challenges of our dataset are: (1) recognition of fine-grained behavior inside the vehicle cabin; (2) multi-modal activity recognition, focusing on diverse data streams; and (3) a cross-view recognition benchmark, where a model handles data from an unfamiliar domain, as sensor type and placement in the cabin can change between vehicles. Finally, we provide challenging benchmarks by adopting prominent methods for video- and body pose-based action recognition.

1. Introduction

While the rise of automation encourages distractive behavior of the driver, most of the computer vision research has been focused on understanding the situation outside the vehicle [13, 39, 52]. At the same time, looking at the human inside the cabin has strong potential to improve human-vehicle communication, dynamic driving adaptation and safety. The majority of traffic accidents involve secondary activities behind the steering wheel, an estimated 36% of such crashes could be avoided if no distraction occurred [10]. While future drivers will be gradually relieved from actively steering the car, the transition to the level of complete automation is a long-lasting process [1]. Over-reliance on automation might lead to catastrophic consequences, and, for a long time, the driver will need to intervene in case of uncertainty [1, 38, 31]. Besides identifying driver distraction for safety reasons, activity recognition
may increase comfort e.g. by adjusting the driving style if the person is drinking coffee or turning on the light, when reading a book.

Driver behavior recognition is closely linked to the broader field of action recognition, where the performance numbers have rapidly increased due to the rise of deep learning [7, 44, 46]. Such models are data-hungry and are often evaluated on large, color-based datasets with a carefully selected set of highly discriminative actions, usually originated from Youtube [7, 25]. Presumably due to the insufficient datasets for training such models, the research on driver activity understanding is far behind. Existing works are often conducted on private datasets [35, 50] and are limited to the classification of very few low-level actions (e.g. whether the person is holding the steering wheel, or switching gear [35]). None of the existing benchmarks cover higher level activities (e.g. changing clothes), especially in context of highly automated driving.

We aim to facilitate research of activity recognition under realistic driving conditions, such as low illumination and limited body visibility and present the novel Drive&Act dataset. Drive&Act offers a variety of potential challenges in connection with practical applications of activity recognition models and is the first publicly available dataset, which combines the following properties:

- **Driver secondary activities** in context of both autonomous and manual driving (83 classes in total).
- **Multi-modality**: color-, depth-, infrared- and body pose data, as conventional RGB-based action recognition datasets disregard the case of low illumination.
- **Multi-view**: six synchronized camera views cover the vehicle cabin to deal with limited body visibility.
- **Hierarchical activity labels** on three levels of abstraction and complexity, including context annotations.
- **Fine-grained** distinction between individual classes (e.g. opening bottle and closing bottle) and high diversity of action duration and complexity, which poses an additional challenge for action recognition approaches (e.g. opening door from inside often takes less than a second while reading a magazine might last for minutes).

In addition to autonomous driving applications, our dataset fills the lack of a large multi-modal benchmark for concise recognition on multiple levels of abstraction. An extensive evaluation of state-of-the-art approaches for video- and body pose based action recognition demonstrates the difficulty of our benchmark, highlighting the need for further extensive action recognition research.

2. Related Work

**Conventional and Driver Action Recognition** Conventional video-based action recognition architectures usually derive from image-based models, where the core classification is applied on video frames and extended to the temporal dimension [7, 44, 34, 20, 15]. There are different strategies for handling the additional dimension: classifying image frames with conventional 2D CNNs and then averaging the results of all frames [44], placing a recurrent neural network on top of the CNN [34, 11] or learning spatio-temporal features through 3D convolution filters [20, 46, 7]. In comparison, deep learning-based methods for driver behavior analysis often use a similar structure, while also keeping in mind other challenges that are encountered in a realistic driving scenario e.g. changing illumination conditions. Even though some of these models make use of color cameras [49, 50, 33, 12], various methods opt for illumination-invariant sensors like IR cameras [50, 30], depth sensors [8, 27, 48] or multi-modal fusion of different sensor types [32, 8, 27].

Another strategy for decoupling the varying illumination conditions is using a mid-level representation e.g. 3D skeletons characterizing the body pose of the driver. Due to the complex structure of skeletons, popular ways for flattening their representation include recurrent neural networks [32, 28] and graph networks [51]. These approaches often exploit both structural and temporal dynamics of body pose sequences, by making use of joint hierarchies [43], kinematic models [47], spatio-temporal joint maps [53, 29] and multiple streams [32].

**Related Datasets** Due to the increasing popularity of action recognition in the computer vision community, a wide range of datasets were proposed for various domains: e.g. cooking-related tasks [9, 24, 41], sports [22, 40], robotics [42, 21] or more general videos from Youtube [45, 3, 26]. In comparison, Drive&Act tackles different types of challenges in the in-car setting, where we experience scarcity of training data and difficulties when using only RGB due to the dependence on ambient light. Thus, next we focus more on driving datasets for action recognition and only compare our benchmark to two popular datasets for conventional action recognition [43, 7].

In Table 1, we show the specifications of Drive&Act compared to two prominent datasets for action recognition: Kinetics [7] and the multi-modal NTU [43], and, to six driving related datasets [36, 35, 50, 2]. The Kinetics Human Action Video dataset is a large-scale benchmark including 400 action classes collected from Youtube videos i.e. RGB videos without synchronized multi-view cameras. In comparison, the NTU RGB+D dataset [43] analyzes multiple views of the scene by providing images from three different positions captured by Kinect cameras in a laboratory. All our presented datasets for car-related action recognition include color images in manual driving mode, of which HEH [35] includes depth and D.P. [50] even has IR data. We see that most of these datasets contain only few images
(under 30K) with the exception of Brain4Cars [19] that includes 2 Million frames but addresses a different task of maneuver prediction (e.g. whether the driver will turn left or right in the next seconds). Furthermore, previous datasets only analyzed human behavior in manual driving mode and did not consider activities in an autonomous driving context.

In comparison to these datasets, Drive&Act includes over 9.6 million frames, over four times more than any other previously published dataset for driver action recognition (AR). Moreover, we annotated our dataset with fine-grained activities of 83 classes in total (i.e. 62 more activities than previous driver AR datasets). Our dataset is comprised of twelve hours of video captured by multi-modal synchronized cameras placed in six different positions. With the unique characteristics of Drive&Act (e.g. high variety of data streams, hierarchical, fine-grained annotations), we aim to push the field of driver behavior analysis further, additionally opening new challenges for general activity recognition.

### 3. The Drive&Act Dataset

To tackle the lack of domain-specific action recognition benchmarks, we collect and publicly release the Drive&Act dataset, featuring twelve hours of drivers engaged in secondary tasks while driving in manual and automated mode.

#### 3.1. Data Collection

Even with state-of-the-art prototype vehicles for automated driving, initiating distracting behavior in street traffic or on a test track is not safe. The driver is required to monitor the vehicle and would otherwise put himself and surrounding pedestrians in danger. We therefore collect our dataset in a static driving simulator. The vehicle surroundings are simulated and projected on multiple screens around a converted Audi A3 with the SILAB simulation software. Both manual, automated driving and take-overs can be induced in our setup. More information about the simulator setup is provided in the supplemental material.

To encourage diverse and proactive behavior, in each session, the driver was instructed to complete twelve different tasks (two instruction examples are illustrated in Figure 1). The first task comprises entering the car, making adjustments, beginning to drive manually and switching to the autonomous mode after several minutes. All following instructions (e.g. look up the current weather forecast with the laptop and report it via SMS), were given in random order on a mounted tablet. While most of the tasks are completed while driving autonomously, in every session, four unexpected take over requests are triggered. As a result, the journey is continued manually for at least one minute. While the sequence of coarse tasks was explicitly given, the exact way of their execution (i.e. the fine-grained activities) was left to the subject.

Fifteen people, four female and eleven male, participated in the data collection. To facilitate diversity, we selected participants of different body height and weight, as well as, different driving styles and familiarity with assistance systems and automation modes. All participants were recorded twice, resulting in 30 driving sessions with an average duration of 24 minutes. Most participants took less time during the second session, as they were familiar with the tasks, re-

---

1 [WIVW SILAB]: https://wivw.de/en/silab

---

**Table 1:** Comparison of driving and non-driving related datasets for action recognition. In this table, we depict the characteristics of the recording modalities, the content of the dataset and the properties of the provided reference labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publicly available</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual driving</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous driving</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| RGB/Grayscale | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | N/A^

---

^

var resolution

---

b

variable resolution

---

b

NIR-camera resolution

---

loading video information not provided by the authors

---

Resolution | 1280×1024 | 1920×1080 | 680×480 | 1920×1088 | 640×480 | 640×480 | 1920×1080 | 1280×1024 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N images</td>
<td>&gt;76M</td>
<td>4M</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>11K</td>
<td>2M</td>
<td>29K</td>
<td>18K</td>
<td>17K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N synch. views</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1920×1080</td>
<td>680×480</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1920×1088</td>
<td>640×480</td>
<td>640×480</td>
<td>1920×1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N subjects</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female / male</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 / 7</td>
<td>1 / 3</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>10 / 10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>9 / 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N classes</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N levels</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous labels</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object annot.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
resulting in overall different behavior and more variety in our dataset.

3.2. Recorded Data Streams

In the following, we describe the recorded data streams, covering a variety of information types, including raw video data from multiple views and modalities, 3D body- and head pose, and features capturing interactions with the car interior, which have been successfully applied for driver monitoring in the past [32].

Sensor Setup and Video Streams Two types of statically positioned cameras cover the vehicle cabin: (1) five near-infrared cameras2 (NIR) (Resolution 1280 × 1024 pixel at 30 Hz) and; (2) a Microsoft Kinect for XBox One, which is used to acquire color (950 × 540 pixel at 15 Hz), infrared (512 × 424 at 30 Hz) and depth data (512 × 424 at 30 Hz) (Figure 2). Sensor interfaces were calibrated and synchronized with global timestamps using ROS3. Our setup is specifically designed for realistic driving conditions, such as low illumination. We aim to disentangle activity recognition models from conventional color input and therefore favor lightweight near-infrared cameras, which are also effective at night. Still, we acquire and release data with the Kinect sensor, which is less practical in terms of size but is very popular in the research community.

3D Body Pose To determine the 3D upper body skeleton with 13 joints, we make use of OpenPose [6], which is, at the time of writing, a popular choice for 2D body pose estimation. We obtain 3D poses via triangulation of 2D poses from 3 frontal views (right-top, front-top, left-top). Additional post-processing is applied to fill missing joints using interpolation of neighboring frames.

3D Head Pose To obtain the 3D head pose of the driver, we employ the popular OpenFace [4] neural architecture. As this model has difficulties with large head rotations, we determine the head pose on all views except for the back camera. For each frame only a subset of all cameras predict the head rotation successfully. From these candidates we pick the result of the camera with the most frontal view and transform it to world coordinates.

Interior Model We also provide car-interior features based on 3D primitives that depict interaction of the driver with his surroundings. This representation comprises location information of different storage spaces present in the car (e.g. seats or footwell) and car controls (e.g. the steering wheel, seatbelt and gear stick), which have been successfully applied for driver observation in the past [32].

Activity Classes The recorded video frames were labeled manually by a human annotator on three levels of abstraction, resulting in 83 action classes in total. We describe our hierarchical annotation scheme in detail in Section 4. It targets high-level scenarios, fine-grained activities, which retain a semantic meaning, and low-level atomic action units, which represent environment and object interactions.

3.3. Data Splits

Since we specifically aim to rate generalization to new drivers, we evaluate the models exclusively on people previously unseen by the classifier. We randomly divide our dataset into three splits based on the identity of the person behind the steering wheel. For each split, we use the data of ten subjects for training, of two subjects for validation, and of three drivers for testing (i.e. 20, 4 and 6 driving sessions, respectively). Since the annotated actions vary in their duration, we divide each action segment in chunks of 3s or less and use them as samples in our benchmark. We provide evaluation scripts to facilitate comparable results.

4. Hierarchical Vocabulary of Driver Actions

To adequately represent real driving situations, we conducted a thorough literature review on secondary tasks during manual driving using three types of sources: (1) driver interviews, (2) police reviews of accidents, as well as, (3) naturalistic car studies [5, 17, 23, 14]. Key factors for the choice of the in-cabin scenarios have been the frequency of activity engagement while driving and action impact on drivers attention (e.g. via increased accident odds). Furthermore, we asked five experts from the car manufacturing industry and research experts for human-vehicle interaction

---
2Camera specification: en.ids-imaging.com/store/ui-3241le.html
3www.ros.org
to rate individual activities in terms of their usefulness for future applications.

The results indicate high interest in classes such as talking on a mobile phone, working on a laptop, searching for something and recognition of basic body movements (e.g. reaching for something on the floor), while actions such as smoking cigarette were rated as less useful. Certain categories, such as sleeping, were omitted due to technical feasibility. Following the literature review and the expert survey, we define a vocabulary of relevant driver activities from eight areas: eating and drinking, clothing and accessories, working, entertainment, entering/exiting and car adjustment, body movement, object manipulation and using vehicle-internal devices. Our final vocabulary contains 83 activity labels on three levels of granularity, building a complexity- and duration-based hierarchy of three levels.

### 4.1. Scenarios / Tasks

The twelve tasks our subjects had to complete in each session (Section 3.1) shape the first level of our hierarchy and are either scenarios typical during manual driving (e.g. eating and drinking) or highly distracting situations which are expected to become common with increasing automation (e.g. using a laptop). Figure 4 illustrates the frame-wise frequency analysis of the scenarios revealing that our subjects spend most of the time (23%) in the entertainment task (i.e. watching a video), and the shortest time driving manually after a take over request. The take over scenario is special, because the subject was unexpectedly asked to interrupt what he was doing to take over and switch to manual driving. Analyzing the reaction to such an event (e.g. in relation to prior activities or persons’ age), is a potential safety-relevant research direction.

### 4.2. Fine-grained Activities

The second level represents fine-grained activities, breaking down the scenarios / tasks into 34 concise categories. In contrast to the upcoming third level of atomic action units, the second level classes preserve a clear semantic meaning. These fine-grained activities alternate freely during a scenario i.e. the driver is not told how to execute the task in detail. Of course, there is a strong causal link between different degrees of abstraction, as composite behaviors often comprise multiple simpler actions.

A key challenge for recognition at this level is the concise nature of the classes, as we differentiate between closing bottle and opening bottle or between eating and preparing food. We argue, that such detailed discrimination is important for applications, as the coarse components of the scene (i.e. the vehicle cabin or the loose body position) often remain similar and the relevant class-differences occur at a smaller scale than in traditional action recognition.
benchmarks. As a consequence of such detailed annotation the frequency of individual classes is varying, as seen in Figure 3, which presents an analysis of the class distribution. On average, our dataset features 303 samples per class, with taking laptop from backpack being the least represented (19 samples) and sitting still being the most frequent category (2797 samples). While we refer to the three second chunks as our samples (Section 3.3), the duration of complete segments varies greatly depending on the activity (Figure 5).

4.3. Atomic Action Units

The annotations of atomic action units portray the lowest degree of abstraction and are basic driver interactions with the environment. The action units are detached from long-term semantic meaning and can be viewed as building blocks for complex activities of the previous levels. We define an atomic action unit as a triplet of action, object and location. We cover 5 types of actions (e.g. reaching for), 17 object classes (e.g. writing pad) and 14 location annotations (e.g. co-driver footwell), with their distribution summarized in Figure 3. Overall, 372 possible combinations of action, object and location were captured in our dataset.

4.4. Additional Annotations

We further provide dense annotations of the driving context, indicating whether the driver is in the automated driving mode or steering with the left, right or both hands. We also include the timestamps of the take over requests and simulator-internal signals e.g. the steering wheel angle.

5. Activity Recognition Models in Context of Autonomous Driving

To better understand the performance of state-of-the-art algorithms on our dataset, we benchmark a variety of approaches and their combinations. We categorize these algorithms in two groups: (1) methods based on body pose and 3D features, and (2) end-to-end methods based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). While CNN-based models are often the front-runners on conventional action recognition datasets, they process very high dimensional input and are far more sensitive to the amount of training data and domain shifts, such as camera view changes. In the following, we describe both groups of methods in detail.

5.1. End-To-End Models

In image-based action recognition, the model operates directly on the video data i.e. intermediary representations are not explicitly defined, but learned via CNNs. Next, we describe three prominent CNN-based architectures for action recognition, which we adopt to our task.

C3D The C3D model [46] is the first widely-used CNN leveraging 3D convolutions for action recognition. C3D consists of 8 convolutional layers ($3 \times 3 \times 3$ kernels) and 5 pooling layers followed by two fully-connected layers.

Inflated 3D ConvNet The state-of-the-art in action recognition is currently held by the Inflated 3D architecture (I3D) proposed by Carreira et al. [7]. The architecture builds upon the Inception-v1 network [18] by extending the 2D filters with an additional temporal dimension.

P3D ResNet Unlike previous models, the P3D ResNet [37] architecture simulates 3D convolutions using $3 \times 3 \times 3$ kernels by combining a filter on the spatial domain (i.e. $3 \times 3 \times 1$) with one in the temporal dimension (i.e. $1 \times 1 \times 3$). Furthermore, P3D ResNet leverages residual connections due to their effectiveness in the field of action recognition.

5.2. Body Pose and Car-Interior Architecture

The 3D body pose is able to provide informative cues about the current activity of the driver, while still keeping human interpretability, in contrast to the mid-level feature maps produced by CNN-based architectures. Thus, we adopt the skeleton-based approach of [47] to our task that combines a spatial and a temporal stream to jointly model the body dynamics and the skeleton spatial configurations. Each stream consists of a stacked two-layered Long...
Temporal Stream  To encode the motion dynamics of the drivers’ body, in each time step we unite all 13 joints via concatenation and use the produced vector in the first stream of our architecture.

Spatial Stream  The second stream encodes the spatial dependencies of the joints by providing a representation of a single joint to the recurrent network at each step. To flatten the graph-based body pose representation a traversal scheme is used, where the sequence of joints are selected based on adjacency relations as introduced in [28].

Car-Interior Stream  Since the placement of objects in the scene can provide an important cue of the current action, we also provide a representation of the interior of the car to the model. To make use of this data we determine the distance of the hands and the head to the surface of every object provided in the interior model of our dataset. This helps the network to learn the relationship between the interior of the car and the performed action.

Combined Models  Following the approach of [47] for generic action recognition we combine the temporal and spatial stream with weighted late fusion. This model is called Two-Stream in the following. The extended model of Martin et al. [32] adds the Car-Interior network as a third stream for driver action recognition. We call this model Three-Stream in the following.

6. Benchmarks and Experiment Results

In the current version of our benchmark, we focus on fine-grained classification of driver behavior and its extension to multi-modal and cross-view settings. Given an action segment of 3 seconds or less (in case of shorter events), our goal is to assign the correct activity label. We follow standard practice and adopt the average per-class accuracy by using the mean of the top-1 recognition rate for every category. Note, that the random baseline is annotation level-specific and varies between 0.31% and 16.67%. In the following we focus on the performance of our baseline models. The parametrization of all models can be found in the supplemental material.

6.1. Driver Action Recognition

We evaluate our models separately for every hierarchy level: 12 scenarios/tasks (first level), 34 fine-grained activities (second level) and atomic action units with 372 possible combinations of the {Action, Object, Location} triplets (third level). Because the amount of triplet combinations is very high, we also report the performance for correctly classified Action, Object and Location separately (6, 17 and 14 classes, respectively).

Fine-grained Activities  In Table 2, we compare a multitude of published approaches for recognizing fine-grained activities, including three CNN-based methods and four models based on body- and interior representation. Overall, we achieve a mean per-class accuracy between 40.3% and 63.64%, compared to 2.94% of the random baseline. The Inflated 3D Model yields the best recognition rate (63.64%), while 3D body pose based approaches clearly benefit from combining information streams, with the Three-Stream approach being most effective in this group (46.95%). Even though we include fewer classes than the multi-modal NTU RGB+D dataset, we see that the Two-Stream model of Wang et al. [47] shows lower performance on Drive&Act, highlighting the difficulty of our benchmark.

Atomic Action Units Classification  Table 3 reports the results of the atomic action units classification, where we show the performance of each value in the {Action, Object, Location} triplet separately, as well as, the overall accuracy of the triplet values combined. Not surprisingly, the body pose-based approaches are the front-runners for the location classification (56.5%), as the Three-Stream method leverages information about the interior. Moreover, the end-to-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pose</td>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>45.23</td>
<td>40.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pose</td>
<td>53.17</td>
<td>44.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two-Stream [47]</td>
<td>53.76</td>
<td>45.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Three-Stream [32]</td>
<td>55.67</td>
<td>46.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end</td>
<td>C3D [46]</td>
<td>49.54</td>
<td>43.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3D ResNet [37]</td>
<td>55.04</td>
<td>45.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I3D Net [7]</td>
<td><strong>69.57</strong></td>
<td><strong>63.64</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Fine-grained Activities recognition on the Drive&Act validation and test set. We group our proposed models into: (1) baselines, (2) networks that only use the body pose representation and (3) CNN-based end-to-end methods that make predictions directly on the input images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Action val</th>
<th>Action test</th>
<th>Object val</th>
<th>Object test</th>
<th>Location val</th>
<th>Location test</th>
<th>All val</th>
<th>All test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pose</td>
<td>57.62</td>
<td>47.74</td>
<td>51.45</td>
<td>41.72</td>
<td>53.31</td>
<td>52.64</td>
<td>9.18</td>
<td>7.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>54.23</td>
<td>49.03</td>
<td>49.90</td>
<td>40.73</td>
<td>53.76</td>
<td>53.33</td>
<td>8.76</td>
<td>6.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Stream</td>
<td>57.86</td>
<td>48.83</td>
<td>52.72</td>
<td>42.79</td>
<td>53.99</td>
<td>54.73</td>
<td>10.31</td>
<td>7.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-Stream</td>
<td>59.29</td>
<td>50.65</td>
<td>55.59</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td><strong>59.54</strong></td>
<td><strong>56.5</strong></td>
<td>11.57</td>
<td>8.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3D Net</td>
<td><strong>62.81</strong></td>
<td><strong>56.07</strong></td>
<td><strong>61.81</strong></td>
<td><strong>56.15</strong></td>
<td>47.70</td>
<td>51.12</td>
<td><strong>15.56</strong></td>
<td><strong>12.12</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Recognition of Atomic Action Units defined as {Action, Object, Location} triplets.
end methods often employ pooling, causing a loss of exact location information. Since the body pose based approaches do not use a visual representation of the surrounding objects, the CNN-based methods show better results for object (56.15%) and action classification (56.07%).

Scenarios/Task Recognition Table 4 shows the results of the task classification. The body-pose based approach shows better results, while the overall recognition rate is lower than in other levels. Due to the high abstraction level, we presume that the recognition would strongly benefit from a time window longer than the current 3s segments.

### 6.2. Multi-View and -Modal Action Recognition

In Table 5, we report the performance of the CNN-based I3D approach for the individual views and modalities and their combinations through averaging of the Softmax output scores. As expected, the recognition success correlates with the general scene visibility (see the regions covered by the cameras in Figure 2). For example, the face view setting achieves the lowest performance (42.98%) as mostly only the face of the driver is visible in this view. In comparison, the front top camera is a frontal view of the driver capturing the face, the body and close objects. While the best single-view results are achieved using the Kinect IR data (64.98%), late fusion of multiple inputs consistently improves the recognition (69.03% using all sources).

![Figure 6: Validation accuracy of cross-view action recognition: the I3D model trained on data from source is evaluated on the target view. Note, that random baseline is at 2.49%.

6.3. Cross-View Action Recognition

Our next area of investigation is the cross-view and cross-modal setting, where we evaluate our best performing end-to-end method on a view not previously seen during training (results in Figure 6). Cross-view recognition is a very hard task and the performance drops significantly. Still, in most cases the models achieve better results than the random baseline. 27.49% of the fine-grained activities were correctly identified in the Kinect IR to right top NIR view setting and 24.74% in the cross-modal Kinect color to Kinect IR setting. Our results demonstrate the sensitivity of modern CNN-based action recognition models to domain shifts and highlight the need for further research of methods for handling such changes.

### 7. Conclusion

We present the first large-scale dataset for driver activity recognition captured in both manual and autonomous driving mode. The Drive&Act benchmark includes 9.6 Million frames captured by six different views and three modalities that were collected by five NIR- and the popular Kinect v2 cameras. The twelve hours of video are annotated by a hierarchical annotation scheme ranging from (1) coarse tasks the drivers had to perform and (2) fine-grained activities inside the vehicle cabin to (3) annotations of atomic action units as triplets including: the drivers’ current action, the object with which the subject interacts and the object’s location. We evaluate various state-of-the-art models based on both the drivers’ body pose and end-to-end architectures operating on raw views. In our experiments, we highlight the difficulty of our dataset due to the concise nature of the actions and aim to facilitate further research, bringing the activity recognition models closer to real applications.
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